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WOMEN'S CLOTHING
PROBLEMS
(and our solution)
by Amber Bogdewiecz

Why are we spending so much on items that don't live up?
Women do a heck of a lot of shopping, spending on average between
$150 - $400 per month on clothing. We all know everyone loves a deal,
but with fast-fashion’s focus on quantity over quality, and a growing
awareness of the environmental impacts of a throw-away culture, it
seems like this trend should be vanishing faster than stirrup pants.

SO WHY ALL
THIS BUYING?
Many take issue with impractical features that come
standard in women’s clothing. It seems the closer a
design comes to fashionable, the further it gets from
functional. Women everywhere are wondering why
these constant complaints and frustrations are not
addressed by more designers. Perhaps their voices are
muffled through their full closets.

Do any of these sound
familiar?
NO POCKETS
Many pockets are completely fake and others can’t even
accommodate something as small as a credit card or
phone. Women’s dresses and pants will come with the
suggestion of pockets or have a seam where a pocket
could go, and yet no pocket is created underneath.
Designers tout streamlined silhouettes as the reason, but
if less than a centimetre width of fabric is a problem,
perhaps it is time to go back to the drawing board.
Women have stuff to carry too, ya know. (Pamphlets!)

SEE-THROUGH CLOTHING
Shirts and dresses that are not meant to be see-through
suddenly become awkward in a job interview. Did the
light change? White pants are perfect for summer, but
when skin-toned underwear shows through, why wear
pants at all? Although certain women’s clothing designs
are intentionally see-through, those are preferred for
occasions outside of the boardroom. Now ya see them…

SPEAKING OF...
ASSUMING WOMEN DON'T WEAR UNDERWEAR
The sexy dress designed with all those peep-thru holes or
plunging back seems to have forgotten that most women
wear underwear. No wonder the average woman owns
about 16 bras. Versions like strapless, wireless, adjustable,
and adding plastic cinchers make finding the right
combination next to impossible. Not to mention
underwear that needs to be wriggled up or down to make
sure it does not show through the gaps. Sexy style should
not have to come with hang-ups.

FABRIC WEARING OUT BETWEEN THE LEGS
Unless your genetics mean this is not a problem for you,
most women’s thighs brush together when they walk, run,
cycle or do… anything. Flimsy fabric in women’s clothing
means any spot that gets traction can wear out more
quickly than the garment itself. Shorts or pants have to
be pitched entirely due to weak materials, and that can be
a burden on both the environment and woman’s wallet.

AND THEN THERE
IS...
SUMMER CHAFING
Feeling the burn? Warm weather begs for skirts and
dresses and while women love to feel the breeze (and
men can feel breezy too), that protective layer of
fabric that usually rests between those hot, sticky legs is
gone. Spending the second half of the day walking around
like you just got off a horse or puffing powder between
your thighs is no way to live in the 21st century.

OUT OF STYLE (OR FALLS APART) IN 3 WEEKS
It used to be that fashion seasons were split into
Spring/Summer, Fall/Winter, Resort, and Pre-Fall. Now,
there are 52 micro-seasons. FIFTY-TWO! With new styles
coming out faster than you can say “neon” women’s
clothing brands have focus all on trend and less on
staying power. Clothes that fall apart, shrink, or fade
after a few washes cause frustration and waste. Women
want longer than a three-week relationship with their
wardrobe.

NAKED IN THE BATHROOM
Women love their jumpsuits and for good reason, they
look damn cute. But getting completely naked to go to
the bathroom? Not as fun. (Especially after a few
beers.) Function seems to have been completely
removed from these desirable clothing designs. Women
who are already are functioning with fewer bathroom
stalls struggle to get legs and straps (how did this go
again?) back in order quickly, or have to practice
meditative-style stillness to keep fabric from hitting a
dirty bathroom floor. Circus performers would have
better success, but these feats are not for every day.

Able to relate?

CLOTHES DO NOT
HAVE TO BE
DIFFICULT.

Women can have clothing staples that are simple,
long-lasting, and functional. They can wear underwear,
have pockets, and feel protected all at once while still
showcasing their unique style. Giving women the ability
to be comfortable, while championing a flair for
fashion is not only necessary, it's revolutionary. No
one said women’s fashion was supposed to be easy,
until we did.

